Five reasons to

The Classic Car Insurance Specialists

1	You get full value for your classic vehicle.

With our Guaranteed Value* coverage, we start by agreeing with you on your
car’s insured value, then our policy guarantees that value with no depreciation.

2 You get to drive your car.

Whether it’s a drive on a gorgeous summer day, a trip to the ice cream shop,
attending club events or going to shows, our policy allows for reasonable
pleasure use with no fixed mileage limits.

3	Your claim will be handled by collector car specialists.

Hagerty’s in-house claims team is the only one to deal exclusively with collector
vehicles. What does that mean to you?
• Our adjusters get 80 hours of training in classic vehicle repair each year.
• We have a Parts Specialist on staff whose only job is tracking down the right
replacement part for your vehicle.
• You choose your own repair shop – or do the work yourself.
• We strive to pay claims quickly. In most cases, glass claims are paid the
same day.
• We’ll handle all the hassles - appraisals, photos and estimates.

4 Your policy fits your individual needs.

Your Hagerty policy is designed specifically for you and your vehicle. Whether you
own one car or one hundred, are restoring a vehicle, travel with your car, collect
automobilia, or own valuable spare parts and tools, we’ve got coverage for you.

5	You’ll deal with people who understand classic car insurance.
Every Hagerty employee you encounter is knowledgeable about classic cars
and insurance. We all go through extensive training, we attend events all over
the country, and our staff includes experts in classic car values, replacement
parts, eras, makes and models…whatever you’re into – so we can answer your
toughest questions.

* With our $0 deductible option, if you decide not to keep your vehicle after a covered total loss, you will receive a check for
the vehicle’s insured amount.
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